RAPID INCIDENT SCENE CLEARANCE

RISC Incident Review
July 29th 2015  15-001
Manatee Co I-75 to SR 70 217B Exit Ramp
07:24 RTMC Notified by Road Ranger
08:01 RISC activated
08:47 All RISC vehicles on scene = 46min
08:47 NTP given.
09:25 All lanes cleared = 37min
Stepps Towing
August 14, 2015

Charlotte Co. MM169 Kings = TT Rollover
21:16 RTMC notified
21:29 RISC activated
22:09 All RISC vehicles on scene = 40min
22:11 Additional equip requested (10-97 @ 23:00)
22:09 NTP given / Stop @ 22:13-
Restart 22:54 23:44 All lanes cleared = 54min
Prompt Wrecker Service
August 30, 2015

Sarasota Co. I-75 NB / Car hauler in median

02:50 RTMC notified

02:56 RISC activated

03:52 All RISC vehicles on scene = 56min

05:32 NTP given.

06:05 All lanes cleared = 33min

Prompt Wrecker Service
September 1, 2015
Collier Co MM 103 SB Rt Shoulder / RV home Fire
10:15 RTMC notified
10:16 RISC activated
11:07 All RISC vehicles on scene = 51min
10:16 Additional Equip requested (10-97 @ 11:54)
12:31 NTP given.
13:00 All lanes cleared = 29min
Alligator Towing and Recovery
September 4, 2015

Lee Co I-75 SB Entrance Ramp MM123 / Dumped Trk

13:06 RTMC notified
13:06 RISC activated
14:05 All RISC vehicles on scene + Additional Equipment = 59min
14:06 NTP given.
15:47 All lanes cleared = 41min

Alligator Towing and Recovery
INCIDENTS

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD COMMUNICATION